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1. INTRODUCTION

There are many requirements for the use of radars on helicopters. Despite this, few of the systems that have been tried have been successful. One of the problems is finding a good location for an antenna. Figure 1 shows the UH-1, a typical helicopter. It sits low to the ground so that there is little room for an antenna underneath. The nose is taken up with armament and the rotor system occupies the top of the helicopter. This paper describes the concept of using a helicopter main rotor as a scanning antenna and presents some of the design problems encountered.

Military helicopters often have a mission to fly at low altitudes. It is desirable that they be able to perform this mission at night and during low visibility. The pilots and crewmen need to navigate and locate enemy targets, landing areas, or other geographical landmarks. They, of course, need to avoid obstacles, which in the low altitude mission are often trees, poles, or minor terrain features. The ranges at which the information is desired are usually short.

The specific radar requirements to provide the desired information are (a) sharp resolution, (b) high data rate, (c) weather penetration, (d) daylight display, (e) vertical information. This capability must be achieved within the mounting limitations discussed above. It is necessary that the radar system be small and light in weight for helicopters have far less load capability than fixed wing aircraft.

These general requirements for a lightweight, high resolution, rapid scan helicopter radar prompted us to seriously consider the use of the main rotor as a scanning antenna.

The concept is pictured in Figure 2. A long slotted antenna array would be mounted in each blade and fed from inside the helicopter through the center of the hollow main mast. A rotary joint is placed at the top of the mast to feed the slotted arrays. In the UH-1 the normal rotor frequency results in a 10 cycle per second scan when using the two antennas.

One of the problem areas in the design of a rotor blade antenna is rotor blade bending. Bell uses a semirigid rotor system in which the blades are firmly restrained at the hub. The blades bend upward during rotation as a result of air loads. This beamwise bending is a function of rotor speed and for constant control settings, as in normal cruise flight, the cycle by cycle bending is repetitive at all points around the arc. It results in a slight tilt of the antenna pattern in the vertical plane. At the low altitude normal for helicopter operation, no noticeable degradation of the radar picture on a PPI display is expected.
BELL UH-1 HELICOPTER WITH ARMAMENT ON THE NOSE

FIGURE 1.
TYPICAL ANTENNA PATTERN

FIGURE 2.
The most critical aspect of blade bending is the inplane or chord deflection. For any specific frequency the antenna inplane bending must be held to 1/4 wavelengths of the radar frequency in order to prevent serious defocusing of the antenna. To determine the blade deflections encountered at 120 knot level flight, a program was developed to compute blade deflections using bending moments measured in a flight strain survey of the UH-1B helicopter. The bending moments measured in a 126 knot level flight condition were programed into the computer. The resulting inplane deflections computed with this program were very small. The deflection curves for the 126 knot condition are shown in Figure 3. It shows the approximate magnitude of the deflections at different azimuth stations. The outboard 50 per cent of the blade is almost straight, and the majority of the blade bending occurs in the region inboard of 25 per cent radius.

A K\textsubscript{u} band antenna could effectively use approximately 15 feet of the rotor blade length for a full 360 degrees of scan and not exceed 1/4 of the wavelength in chordwise bending.

Another factor that must be considered is the blade pitch motion. A helicopter in flight exhibits cyclic changes in blade pitch (oscillatory feathering angle) as the blade rotates. Typically, the magnitude of the oscillatory feathering angle will be on the order of ±2 to 6 degrees. It can be seen that with a total vertical angle of 38 degrees which we have measured it is possible to illuminate targets on even rough terrain in cruise flight. It is not considered feasible to use the radar during large roll and pitch attitude changes.

The problems of embedding a slotted array in the blade and providing windows transparent to microwave energy can be solved with existing technology. Figure 4 shows the construction of a UH-1 rotor blade. It consists of a main box beam member with an aluminum honeycomb body aft of the box beam. An aluminum spar forms the trailing edge and a brass spar forms the leading edge. Figure 5 shows how the brass spar has been milled away to provide a slot in which a K\textsubscript{u} band waveguide can be inserted. Figure 6 shows the waveguide being inserted in a full length blade. The waveguide is then bonded in place and is covered with a polyurethane boot for erosion protection.

The trailing edge antenna is a bit more difficult to install. Figure 7 shows how the trailing edge spar has been modified to accept the waveguide. Here it is necessary to form a fiberglass trailing edge fairing to maintain the correct aerodynamic shape.

Both the leading and trailing edge designs are feasible, and are quite practical from the helicopter operation standpoint.
IN-PLANE BLADE DEFLECTION CURVES AT VARIOUS AZIMUTH POSITIONS

$V_{TRUE} = 126$ KNOTS (STABILIZED LEVEL FLIGHT)

TOP VIEW OF HELICOPTER SHOWING AZIMUTH POSITIONS

FIGURE 3
CROSS SECTION OF ROTOR BLADE SHOWING LEADING EDGE ANTENNA SLOT

FIGURE 4

ROTOR BLADE RADAR ANTENNA INSTALLATION

FIGURE 5
CROSS SECTION OF ROTOR BLADE
SHOWING TRAILING EDGE ANTENNA

FIGURE 6
The cutoff element array technique is applicable to both the leading and trailing edges of the rotor blade, indeed it appears the exact same antenna configuration may be used in both the leading and trailing edges. Short antennas were tested in both the leading and trailing edges of the blade with excellent results, but only the leading edge antenna was made full length (173.3 inch aperture). The full length antenna can be tested out of the blade or in the blade for there is little or no difference in the azimuth pattern in either case. The sidelobes and beam-width change with application of the erosion boot to the leading edge of the blade containing the antenna is negligible. There is a loss of gain of about 1.5 db with .055 inch thick Estane and less loss with thinner pieces. The radiating elements, being at cutoff and certainly not resonant, are affected very little by changes in the element environment caused by the application of erosion material (leading edge), fiberglas cap (trailing edge), and proximity of metal (array in or array out of blade).

The leaky wave mode of radiation was used throughout and although the 30 degree end-fire from broadside beam reduces the effective aperture from 173.3 inches to 150 inches, the experienced phase stability was quite satisfactory. The phase is essentially independent of hole spacing in the final 173 inch antenna. However, large changes in hole spacing in the narrow wall of the waveguide will cause a phase error. This error can be compensated by adjusting the "a" dimension of the waveguide. However, holes in the broadside of the guide, and not too near the edge of the guide, do not cause appreciable phase error. Very large cutoff holes in the narrow side of the guide make the guide appreciably larger, providing a lower than normal cutoff frequency for the guide. The cutoff element technique seems to be particularly applicable to long arrays because of the small required coupling between the radiating element and the waveguide transmission line (about 17 to 40 db).

The thin wall of the waveguide keeps the loss due to the cutoff characteristic of the hole element radiator to about 1 db or less. A nominal wall thickness of .010 inch provides satisfactory results. Control of the wall thickness and of the .030 inch by 173 inch opening above the holes is fairly critical, and poor adjustment and improper handling can raise sidelobe levels from 30 db to 25 db. The proper design sidelobe level suggested 40 db sidelobes, but construction tolerances provided about 30 db sidelobes. A 5 db change in sidelobe level at the low level of 30 db can in general antenna practice occur quite easily. The elevation beam-width of the Rotor Blade Antenna is about 38 degrees which makes measurement of low sidelobe levels difficult. It is possible that the coming flight tests may provide better results than the static field tests because of the obstruction free test site provided by a helicopter at altitude. However, little difference is expected between static field and flying antenna performance data.
The Taylor power distribution employed with the 173.3 inch antenna (150 inch effective) was to provide a theoretical beamwidth of 0.346 degrees, assuming the antenna straight (not bent) and the beamwidth measured at one mile or more. The measured beamwidth at one mile with the antenna bent slightly more than expected under a full load of 121 knots was 0.367 degrees. The measured antenna gain was assumed to be 6 per cent broader because of drag plane deflection. The measured antenna gain was approximately 25 dB. The same antenna focused at 300 feet exhibited a measured beamwidth of .3 degrees, a slightly smaller beamwidth than expected. The focused antenna beamwidth at 300 foot range was 1.57 feet wide (.3 degrees), less than the distance between the shoulders of an average man. The antenna has been operated over a wide frequency range with little change in pattern structure, but most of the enclosed patterns were operated at the frequency of 16.2 Kmc since the magnetron available at this facility for radar tests operates at that frequency. Two sets of patterns from 46.6 inch arrays ranging in frequency from 15 to 30 Kmc demonstrate the broad band capability of the array.

A means has been developed for raster scanning (azimuth, elevation scanning) in addition to the azimuth scanning provided by the natural function of the rotor blade. This Crossed Beam technique will be the subject for another paper but References 2 and 3 describe the basic technique. The references employ rapid scanning electronic and ridge scanning arrays rather than the rotor blade, but the basic technique is directly applicable.

### 3. ARRAY TECHNIQUE

Early in the program it was found that the leading edge of the rotor blade could be, from a rotor blade structural design aspect, an excellent location for the long array antenna. The main advantage of the leading edge was: if the antenna elevation (or vertical) cross section was small enough, and if the openings in the antenna were not too large, a standard production flyable rotor blade could be modified to accept the antenna and still be airworthy. A flyable trailing edge Rotor Blade Antenna would necessarily require fabrication of a special blade to accept the array. Possible disadvantages of the leading edge were the erosion problem, front-to-back ratio (the microwave energy tends to readily diffract over the leading edge airfoil surface toward the trailing edge) and the requirement for an even smaller elevation cross section array radiator.

The narrow side of the K_q waveguide has neither the proper field current conditions for many slot configurations nor enough vertical height for inclined shunt slots, since the operating frequency is the K_q band. However, it was found that small holes cut in the small side of the waveguide provided sufficient coupling from the guide to free space if the wall thickness were sufficiently thin, and as expected the coupling was very insensitive to frequency change if the hole diameters were well below cutoff for the dominant mode and operating frequency. (Please refer to Section 2,
Antenna Design Summary.) However, it was found that change in hole size apparently affected the cutoff characteristic of the waveguide (changed the wavelength in the guide) and therefore changed both the emerging phase front and thus the beam angle. The broad dimension of the waveguide ("a") could have been slightly decreased to prevent this phase error but it was decided to move the holes to the broad side of the guide. Here too it was found that the holes introduced phase error, but as the holes were moved closer to the longitudinal centerline of the waveguide, the coupling reduced slightly, but the phase error rapidly reduced to a negligible value. The holes can be used in the narrow side, there is no doubt, but most of the remaining work reported here is with the holes in the broad side. When a portion of the broad wall is cut away to provide a thin wall for the holes, this same cut away volume can be used as a secondary radiating aperture area, finally leading to a very small cross section radiator. It was found that the coupling to the opening above the holes was quite sensitive to variations in the dimensions of the opening. A thin .010 inch brass plate now covers the holes and good conductivity is assured (soldered) at the joint of the plate and the waveguide. The plate provided the required structural integrity and the electrical conductivity at the junction of the waveguide with the plate. With the plate added, the antenna performed equally well both in and out of the rotor blade. With electrical stability the array assembly could be epoxied into the rotor blade without critical mechanical features or critical conductivity. Installation of the array is not critical and requires only good aerodynamic practice. The Ka waveguide with its .040 inch wall thickness and 0.25 inch x 0.9 inch outside dimension is the fundamental structure of all arrays demonstrated and reported in this report.

Figure 8 demonstrates the broadband capability of the cutoff element array using the leaky wave mode. The sine of the angle of the main beam with respect to broadside is proportional to the ratio of the free space wavelength to the wavelength in the guide. Change in frequency causes a corresponding change in beam angle, but unlike resonant slots with critical slot spacing, the pattern shape generated by the cutoff element, leaky wave array, is largely independent of frequency.

The antenna is more broadband without the use of the opening in the brass nose section of the rotor blade, probably due to the frequency sensitivity of the short at the junction of the brass leading edge with the waveguide back of the hole elements. However, Figure 9 adequately demonstrates the broadband capability of the array in the brass leading edge. Figure 10 is a plot of the normalized relative gain of a horn whose gain varies with the square of the free space wavelength and the gain of the array, which is assumed to vary only as a function of wavelength. Theoretical and measured gains are shown.
FREQUENCY: 15.0 TO 19.0 KMC
RANGE: 37.5 FEET (INDOOR)
APERTURE: 46.6 INCHES
FREQUENCY SCAN: 21.15°
DATA SCALE: HORIZONTAL; 3.8°/CM
VERTICAL; 1 V/CM

50" ARRAY PATTERN
LARGE BANDWIDTH DEMONSTRATION

FIGURE 8
FREQUENCY: 15.0 TO 19.0 KMC
RANGE: 37.5 FEET (INDOOR)
APERTURE: 46.6 INCHES
DATA SCALE: HORIZONTAL; 3.8/CM
               VERTICAL; 1 V/CM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREQUENCY</th>
<th>PRINCIPAL LOBE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(KMC)</td>
<td>(DEGREES, ENDFIRE FROM BROADSIDE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>44.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

50" ARRAY PATTERN
LARGE BANDWIDTH DEMONSTRATION

FIGURE 9
Predicted relative gain is an inverse function of $\lambda$: Horn gain is an inverse function of $\lambda^2$, and the Array gain is an inverse function of $\lambda$.

Antenna Measured: 50', 343 hole, cutoff element array, high per cent of power in load. Minimum hole spacing .094', maximum 210'. Maximum hole diameter .094', minimum .063'.

**DEMONSTRATION OF BROAD BAND ARRAY:** The coupling of the radiating elements to the transmission line is essentially independent of frequency. The change in effective element spacing with large changes in frequency has little effect on the pattern, since the element spacing is very small with respect to a wavelength.

**FIGURE 10**
When the data for Figure 11 were taken it was not intended to indicate effective dimensional change in the waveguide broad dimension (a) with hole position, and the data taken may not be accurate enough, but it is certain that holes in the narrow side do increase the "a" dimension effectively by lowering the cutoff frequency or decreasing the wavelength in the guide. The extreme hole diameters used in the 173.3 inch array were found to exhibit little phase error. Why the curve which demonstrates radiation from holes in the broadside (near the center line) is not coincident with the theoretical curve, is not quite certain. However, the lower ends of the curve are within the specified tolerance of the waveguide as given by the original manufacturer.

While the bandwidth of the array in the brass leading edge is less than in free space (no brass plate), the bandwidth of the array in either condition is greater than the HP-628A signal generator bandwidth which was used for these pattern measurements. The only limit to bandwidth of the basic array is probably the transmission line and perhaps a ridged line would give greater bandwidth. An octave bandwidth does seem a possibility (2/1 frequency change).

Figures 8 and 9 used symmetrical power coupling about the center of the array, while using a high per cent of power in the load to achieve a near symmetrical power taper. Figures 12 and 13 used the same array with constant coupling (holes to the transmission line) and a high per cent of power in the load to achieve a nearly uniform power distribution. These patterns were all used to confirm phase linearity prior to building the long array.

Figure 14 is representative of the final basic array configuration of short length (46.4 inches). Note particularly the sketch of the array which is different than the preceding figures. The final basic array form shown in Figure 14 contains the brass plate as an integral part of the basic array and the .030 inch slit is the secondary radiator.

4. FRONT TO BACK RATIO

Fifteen-inch rotor blade sections were cut to aid in detailed measurements of the element radiator environments and some of these same sections were used for elevation pattern measurements, but it was soon realized that new sections cut on a 30 degree bias had to be prepared to make meaningful front to back ratio measurements with convenient short sections. Figures 15 and 16 are typical of the square cut sections. The array shown has holes in the broad side and is not typical, but the slot in the leading edge of the rotor blade section and the trailing edge configuration is typical. The remaining small blade sections were cut on a 30 degree bias because the beam angle is 30 degrees from the broad side. This angle is typical of the leaky wave mode with a wavelength in the guide twice the length of the free space wavelength. Both the forward main lobe and a diffraction lobe to the rear are 30 degrees from the broad side beams.
Figure 11

Beam angle, in degrees endfire from broadside

Frequency in KC

Apparent waveguide width: 0.31"

Leaky wave theoretical for RG-53/U waveguide

\[
\sin \theta = \frac{\lambda}{2l}
\]
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FIGURE 15
15-INCH ROTOR SECTION FOR ARRAY ELEMENT
ENVIRONMENT MEASUREMENT AND ELEVATION PATTERNS

FIGURE 16
Figure 17 is the elevation pattern of both the forward and reverse lobe with the complete final assembly, including the proper combination of Estane and Neoprene to provide both erosion and suppression (front to back ratio) has not been optimized, 20 db is believed satisfactory. Twenty-five db should not be very difficult to achieve, but 30 db will be quite a bit more difficult. The back lobe is a surface wave and has rather small elevation beamwidth, having an effective aperture of about seven inches. Perhaps this feature could be put to good use, but for the present program the surface wave effect serves no useful purpose.

Figure 18 is the elevation pattern of a leading edge antenna without Neoprene. Thus, the back beam is not absorbed. This back lobe causes no difficulty if the rotor blade is used to transmit and a vertical antenna is used for receiving (Crossed Beam Technique). Since the vertical antenna will have a broad azimuth pattern but probably no more than 180 degrees, the receiving antenna may be switched off when the back lobe from the helicopter blade passes into the visible frontal view. However, when the rotor blade is used for both transmit and receive, the back lobe is no different than any other side lobe and may cause a serious display error by printing each obstacle twice, one correctly and one displayed 120 degrees (a considerable error). However, the 20 db sidelobe level provided by the microwave absorbent Neoprene is quite sufficient for most performance requirements.

The trailing edge antenna (Figure 19) performs quite well and has much less tendency to produce a lobe toward the leading edge (naturally good front to back ratio). A small, very thin conductive sheet is required to balance the back radiation toward the leading edge to minimize the back lobe. Again, the back lobe suppression has not been optimized, but the 20 db is believed to be satisfactory. Good front to back ratio seems somewhat easier to provide with the trailing edge antenna. There is very little transmission difficulty with the fiberglass airfoil fairing.

5. 173.3 INCH ARRAY DESIGN

Figure 20 is a plot of the hole coupling as a function of the position on the array. The method of calculating coupling, together with the variation in hole sizes used, and the effects of a lossy transmission line are shown. The statement in parenthesis "(a similar technique for half wave or more spacing)" was meant to imply the cutoff hole technique could be used for an array which used element spacing to determine the main beam angle, usually a half wavelength or more. While the curve shown was normalized, the peak value of coupling (the closest coupling) was about 17 db. The transmission line loss reduced the gain of the antenna 1.5 db, a reasonably small figure.
FIGURE 17
COUPLING CURVE FOR TAYLOR DISTRIBUTION 40dB SIDELOBES \( \tau = 10 \)

COUPLING METHODS: DAVID W. YOUNG & ASSOC. ( PROPRIETARY) CUTOFF ELEMENT TECHNIQUE FOR LEAKY WAVE ANTENNAS (A SIMILAR TECHNIQUE FOR HALF WAVE OR MORE ELEMENT SPACING)

HOLE SIZES USED: .094" DIA
.062" DIA
.047" DIA

HOLE SPACING: MAX. .220°
MIN. .098°

COUPLING \( \approx \frac{\alpha}{A^2 + D^2} \)
A IS HOLE AREA, D IS HOLE DIA.
HOLE DIA OR HOLE SPACING MAY BE USED TO CONTROL THE COUPLING

COUPLING, LINE LOSS 0.2dB/FT, 10% POWER IN THE LOAD

COUPLING, LOSSLESS LINE, 10% POWER IN THE LOAD

173.3" APERTURE
Figure 21 itemizes the equipment used to provide the patterns for the full length Rotor Blade Antenna. The figure further details the instrumentation schematic and the physical layout of the equipment. The actual antenna pattern measurement site is shown in Figure 22. Both the Rayleigh range and the far field range is shown.

Figures 23, 24, and 25 are final patterns of the finished array. Figure 23 is most complete and the data detailed on Figure 23 apply equally well to Figure 24 and largely to Figure 25. Figure 23 and Figure 24 differ slightly in sidelobe structure and level, and it is not known why, but this small change in sidelobe level can occur because of the broad elevation beamwidth of the array and slight scattering from the ground cover. Most of the difference in Figures 23 and 24 is scale factor, however. The data itemized are self-explanatory.

6. EFFECTS OF FOCUSING

There are only two figures with this section, Figure 26 and Figure 27. At first glance the figures are deceptively simple and seem of little significance, but the relationship between an antenna focused in the near field and the far field and the relationship between the resolution of an array in the near field, when focused at infinity, or slightly defocused, is seldom understood. The following measurements may make these resolution relations at 3 db clearer for this particular 173.3 inch antenna.

Figure 26 is the pattern of the 173.3 inch array focused at 300 feet and exhibits low sidelobes and a beamwidth of 1.57 feet, corresponding to 0.3 degrees.

Figure 27 illustrates the following: the beamwidth of the array measured in feet is the same at the aperture for all conditions of phase including focus at near and far field and defocused. The beamwidth at the aperture is simply the power distribution of the array, in this case the Taylor distribution for 40 db sidelobes, \( \Pi = 10 \). If the antenna had a uniform power distribution instead of the symmetrical power taper, the beamwidth at the aperture would be about 15 feet instead of 5 feet. The beamwidth of the focused antenna is not a point (or line) as in geometric optics, but is limited to the basic beamwidth of the array. The beamwidth of the array at distances other than the focal distance is shown at the left side of Figure 27. While comparing the measured beamwidth in feet for the array under full load conditions (slightly defocused) at various ranges (it is not a straight line function) it is interesting to remember that beamwidth in the far field is proportional to the ratio of array aperture to wavelength, while the Rayleigh range is proportional to the ratio of the array aperture squared to the wavelength, which might suggest a higher operating frequency for the same resolution with a subsequent reduction in the Rayleigh range. However, the antenna can only be effectively focused for improved resolution in the Rayleigh range. No conclusion has been drawn but these relations are being
FIGURE 21

**TEST METHOD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Azimuth Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L Pol, Leading Edge Rotor Blade Array</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Range**

1 mile range (Far Field)

1 Conical Beam

**TRANSMISSION ANTENNA**

HP 628A Signal Generator (CW operation)

444020-33 Airsies Parabolic Reflector

**Components**

- 1900 Feet (Rayleigh Range)
- 35º Azimuth Beamwidth
- Broadside
- Principal Lobe: 30º Endfire from Broadside
- Troyke Rotary Table R12-2545-5
- Angular Accuracy: Better than 0º 0' 60" thru 360º Rotation
- 12 V Battery
- Mixers-Preampl $local Oscillator
- Log Strip Amplifier
- Azimuth Potentiometer General Scientific M10-1000, 50 K-ohm, 10 Turn Pot, 4º Azimuth/turn, 273 Wire Turns per Degree Azimuth
- Houston Instruments, HR-98 T 11” x 17” X-Y Recorder
Pattern Range: \( R = \frac{D^2}{2x} \)

1400 Test Site

Mile Test Site
FREQUENCY: 16.2 KMC
175.3 APERTURE ARRAY #1
RANGE 1 MILE
PRINCIPLE LOSS: 30° ENOPIEZE
FROM BROADSIDE
500 BEAMWIDTH = 367° (MEASURED)
BEAMWIDTH FOR TAYLOR DISTRIBUTION
(40dB SIDELOBES, W = 10) WITH ADJUSTED
APERTURE OF 150° (DUE TO 30° FROM
BROADSIDE): 34°
THIS INDICATES 6% BEAM BROADENING WITH
0.19" DRAG PLANE BENDING & 0.25" DROOP
OVER THE 15° ANTENNA LENGTH
NOTE: THE .19" EXCEEDS THE MAXIMUM
DEFORMATION OF BLADE DURING 120 KNOT
FLIGHT LOAD CONDITION AT THE MAXIMUM
BLADE DEFORMATION ANGLE (REF. 10)
MEASURED GAIN = 25.0D (NO ESTIMATE) AND
CONTAINS 5.5dB LOSS IN THE K WAVEGUIDE
THEORETICAL GAIN 26.0D

AZIMUTH PATTERN, LEADING EDGE ROTOR BLADE ARRAY

FIGURE 23
DETAILS: SEE PRECEDING PATTERN (FIG. 16)

AZIMUTH PATTERN, LEADING EDGE ROTOR BLADE ARRAY

FIGURE 24
FIGURE 25
considered. Many practical uses of the rotor blade will in the future take place in the present Rayleigh range of the 173.3 inch Ku band antenna (the Rayleigh range is approximately 1400 feet).

7. SUMMARY

In summary, the use of the helicopter main rotor blade as a scanning radar antenna can achieve significant reduction in weight, along with greatly improved performance, compared with conventional antennas. Material is cut from the existing blade to install the antenna so that no additional weight is added. The natural rotor motion scans the antenna so that the usual scanning motor and associated drive are completely eliminated. No radome is necessary; an important point because helicopters are now being designed with speeds of over 200 knots. The narrow beamwidth can make possible a radar with much greater resolution than any available for helicopter use today.
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